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Environmental advocates tour desert
Egan finds fault with portions of the BLM’s West Mojave Plan

BARSTOW A retired U.S. Bureau
of Land Management wildlife biologist
used a tour of the area's desert on
Tuesday to tell environmentalists about
his beefs with BLM's West Mojave
Plan.

Tom Egan, who retired from BLM
about four years ago, and the
representatives of various
environmental groups who went on his
tour, said they think the recently
released BLM plan doesn't contain
sufficient protection for plants and
animals.

"They're keeping endangered
species clinging to their death beds,"
Daniel Patterson, desert ecologist for
the Center for Biological Diversity, said
at Egan's home before the tour
started.

One top concern is the handling of
closed routes roads or paths in the
desert where motorized vehicle use is
not allowed because of environmental
concerns.

In the past, BLM marked closed
routes as such, but the signs were
vandalized, and some off-road vehicle
users would ignore them and use the
closed routes anyway. Closed routes
are often redundant or parallel roads
that go through areas that have
sensitive species like desert tortoises.

Under the West Mojave Plan, open
routes would be marked with signs. If
there is no sign, the route is closed.

Egan and the environmental groups
favor a process known as "vertical
mulching" that disguises closed routes
with plants and dead vegetation at the
start of the routes, camouflaging them
so they blend in with the rest of the
desert so off-roaders won't know
roads are there.

The recently released final draft of
the West Mojave Plan states in the
second chapter that closed routes will
either be "reclaimed naturally" left
alone or disguised with vertical
mulching. However, most of the closed
routes will not be disguised.

"Due to monetary and staffing
constraints, as well as the remoteness
of much of the West Mojave region,
most of the routes designated as
closed would be left to natural
reclamation," the plan states.

Vertical mulching would be favored
for areas where environmental
concerns are more profound, or
where the intensity of the use makes
it necessary, according to the second
chapter of the plan.

BLM spokesman Doran Sanchez
said Tuesday that his agency wants
to do its best to keep off-roaders off
the closed routes with the available
funding.

"That is a very key element of route
designation, trying to keep the
recreating public on the routes where
they're supposed to be," he said.

Egan and the tour attendees, who
included representatives of the Sierra
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Club and Defenders of Wildlife, said
there are funds available for vertical
mulching projects from sources like
the California OHV Commission, and
they'd like to see the bureau pursue
that as much as possible.

Otherwise, they said that based on
past experience, they think most off-
road vehicle users will use the closed
routes. Sanchez said he has more faith
in the off-roaders, and believes that
most of them want to be responsible
and stay off closed routes.

Environmentalists criticize the West
Mojave Plan on several points,
including:

" No timeline for riparian restoration.
But Sanchez said such efforts are
ongoing.

" Lacks plans to address bighorn
sheep or the Mojave fringe-toed lizard.
However Sanchez said he thinks the
plan provides for the preservation of
the threatened and sensitive species
within the planning area.

Egan's tour on Tuesday covered a
large area of the Mojave Desert,
including areas around Helendale,
Barstow, Victorville and beyond.


